
INSTAGRAM EAST BALI TOUR

• Detail Itinerary

• Accompanied by our tour guide and arrive at the famous Heaven
Gate of Lempuyang Temple in time for sunrise. Take some candid
images in the soft light of ‘Golden Hour’ and enjoy a peaceful photo
session. Continue the journey to Tirta Gangga Water Palace, a
veritable treasure trove of photogenic backdrops. Models also need
to eat, thus it’s time to indulge in a well-deserved breakfast at the
only restaurant inside the water palace. Fully recharged, head to
Bukit Asah (Asah Hill) and enjoy the panoramic views of the
Balinese coast where the rugged shore clashes with the azure-blue
water, jump up high or pose amidst a picnic set up. Last stop on this
photography quest is Virgin Beach. With little crowds, clean white
sand and crystal-clear water to boot, this beach is one of the
island’s best kept secrets. Change outfits and capture some enviable
moments in paradise. For a special local touch, pose with a
traditional Balinese fishing boat, sitting close to the shore. Once
finished, grab a chair in the shade of a parasol at a small cafe and
relax with a refreshing drink. Spend some time tanning on the
beach or swimming in the sea before travelling back to the hotel to
upload the best shots - #nofilterneeded of course!

• Journey Highlights

• Visit to most instagrammable spot in Bali, such as Heaven gate in 
Lempuyang temple, tirta gangga water palace, bukit asah (asah hill), 
and last stop Virgin Beach

• Pick Up : 04.30 AM



Bedugul and Tanah Lot Tour
• Detail Itinerary

• Mengwi is home to the former Royal Temple, Pura Taman Ayun, and this is
our first stop on today tour. Constructed in the 17th century, the temple is
the family temple of the Mengwi dynasty, whose kingdom survived until the
late 1800s. Next stop is a visit to the village of Bedugul, a mountain retreat
that locals love to flock to on the weekend because it is quite cool. Stop in at
the local fruit and vegetable market, where you can bargain for those
tropical delicacies that you have only seen in photos.

Lake Bratan is at the foot of Mt Bratan, and is home to Pura Ulun Danu
Bratan, a temple that is dedicated to Dewi Danu, the Water Goddess, and
built entirely on small islands.

• One of them is the Balour Balinese gate of Handara-the path way to
serenity. It has become a famous Instagramable spot in Bali. It is a popular
landmark for tourists who seek for one of Bali’s top Instagrammable
locations to have some iconic picture for your social media.

•
On the way back to the hotel, a stop is made at Tanah Lot, a magnificent
temple perched on a huge rock which rests just off the shore. Undoubtedly
the most photographed temple in Bali, Tanah Lot has been an important part
of Balinese mythological history for centuries. At the base of the rocky island,
poisonous sea snakes are believed to guard the temple from evil spirits and
intruders. Rumour has it that there is one giant snake which also protects the
temple.

• Journey Highlights • A journey to the most breathtaking place in Bali to 
enjoy the refreshing climate in Bedugul area
• Stop at beautiful temple is built on Lake Bratan that dedicated to Dewi
Danu the water goddess, Bali Handara Gate for Instagramable photo.
• Visit Tanah Lot, a magnificent temple perched gingerly on a huge rock 
resting just off the shore

• Pick Up 09.30 AM



GWK Cultural Park & Uluwatu Kecak Dance

• Detail Itinerary

• Dedicated to the Hindu lord Wisnu and Garuda, Indonesia’s largest
monument rises above a fascinating 60-hectare cultural park that
draws visitors from around the globe. It provides a tantalising
glimpse into Bali’s rich heritage through intriguing cultural
performances, legendary folklore tales, immense sculptures, and
dramatic cinematic presentations.

• The parkland surrounding this magnificent shrine is spread into
numerous zones, each emanating its own charm and unique
interest. Here’s a breakdown of each of these areas to help better
plan your day at the Garuda Wisnu Kencana Cultural Park.

• Pura Luhur Uluwatu, undoubtedly one of the regions most
celebrated temples, is perched 250 feet above the water, giving
the visitor a perfect vantage point to the beach below.On Sunset
Time see a Kecak dance performed in this unique setting. The
Kecak (Monkey) dance features as many as 100 men swaying and
chanting to the hypnotic music.

• Journey Highlights

• •  Explore Garuda Wisnu Kencana Cultural park,, the illustrious 
temple of Uluwatu, perched on the edge of rocky cliffs
• Enjoy a stunning view of the Indian Ocean from 70 meters above 
sea level
• Enjoy a mesmerizing Kecak Fire Dance performance on Sunset 
time.

• Pick Up 12.00 Noon



ULUWATU SUNSET & KECAK DANCE

• Detail Itinerary

• Pura Luhur Uluwatu, undoubtedly one of the regions most
celebrated temples, is perched 250 feet above the water, giving
the visitor a perfect vantage point to the beach below. Watch
huge waves rolling in from the Indian Ocean. Watch the huge
waves roll in from the Indian Ocean and crash against the cliffs -
and keep an eye out for monkeys, as they love Uluwatu as
much as we do!
One of the highlights of this trip is to see a Kecak dance
performed in this unique setting. One of the hightlights of this
trip is to see a Kecak dance performed in this unique setting.
The Kecak (Monkey) dance features as many as 100 men
swaying and chanting to the hypnotic music. This famous
Balinese dance depicts an ancient story from the Ramayana
when King Rahwana captures Sita, Rama’s wife. The dance
shows the battle between Rahwana and Hanoman, leader of
apes. Return to the hotel

• Journey Highlights

• • Explore Pura Luhur, the illustrious temple of Uluwatu, 
perched on the edge of rocky cliffs
• Enjoy a stunning view of the Indian Ocean from 70 meters 
above sea level
• Enjoy a mesmerizing Kecak Fire Dance performance on the 
beach

• Pick Up 14.30 PM



Explore Waterfall and Ubud Surroundings

• Detail Itinerary

• Bali is famous for Batik, and our first stop, Tohpati, is where the famous
Batik fabrics of Bali are created by hand.
Of course, when getting dressed up in the best Batik, one must also wear
some nice jewelry! Stop in at Celuk, where any style of jewelry can be
found, from chunky and funky to finely detailed ornamental pieces. Of
course, seeing how the jewelry is created will give you a new appreciation
for what we often take for granted.

The rice fields of Tegalalang are stunning, it is here that photographers
flock so that they can take iconic images of Bali. Lunch can be enjoyed in a
great restaurant in Ubud, where a delicious meal awaits you in a stunning
setting.
No visit to Ubud is complete without stopping in to see the towns
cheekiest inhabitants - the macaque monkeys, who inhabit the Monkey
Forest! Groups of these fascinating little monkeys live in the beautifully
shaded forest, where they are free to roam from tree to tree, and they
often come down to say hello to people who come to visit.
Proceed to the next, you will depart to Tegenungan Waterfall. It’s time to
relax and visit a scenic waterfall in a lush jungle setting above a shallow
bathing area.

• Journey Highlights

• • Visit famous handicraft in Bali such as Batik and Jewelry 
• Visit Tegalalang & monkey forest 
• Visit Tegenungan Waterfall

Pick up time : 09.00 Am



Experience Ubud & Infinity River Pool

• Detail Itinerary

• No visit to Ubud is complete without stopping in to see the
towns cheekiest inhabitants - the macaque monkeys, who
inhabit the Monkey Forest! Groups of these fascinating
little monkeys live in the beautifully shaded forest, where
they are free to roam from tree to tree, and they often
come down to say hello to people who come to visit.
Proceed to the next, you will depart to Tegenungan
Waterfall. It’s visit a scenic waterfall in a lush jungle setting
above a shallow bathing area

• Time to Relaxing at Infinity pool p"A world-class lifestyle
and dining destination set amidst the lush forests of
Singapadu, Tlaga Singha Tropical River Club promises
even the most discerning visitor an unparalleled Balinese
experience. The Tropical River Club is a stunning structure
that sprawls on acres of untouched virgin land.“

• Journey Highlights

• • Explore Monkey Forest
• Enjoy a stunning view of Tegenungan Waterfalls
• Swimming and Relaxing at Tlaga Singha Infinity poolyout
mpaces to host events of any kind, and a lparking area.

Pick up time : 08.30 Am



Elephant Cave & Holy Spring Temple

• Detail Itinerary

• After departing from the hotel, drive to the holy spring and
sacred temple of Tampaksiring. Before arriving at the temple,
stop in at Tegalalang in order to take advantage of the
beautiful rice terrace views. This is where iconic images of
Bali are photographed, and this area should not be missed.
Located close by is Gunung Kawi, where we can see 11th
century tombs carved into the rock face. The countryside
here is very fertile and lush, and the footpath leading down
to the temple passes through some breathtakingly beautiful
rice terraces. A little further along the footpath is another
beautiful temple, still very active, with lovely rock carvings
and a fabulous carved Garuda bird sitting atop the roof of
one of the pavilions. The last stop on this great day is a visit
to the Elephant Caves at Bedulu. The site dates back to the
early 11th century and was used by Buddhist monks as a
monastery.

• Journey Highlights

• • Explore a holy water spring the situated just below the 
Presidential Palace of Tampaksiring
• Take opportunity to stop at holy elephant cave in west side 
of Ubud's countryside
• See the beautiful view of Tegalalang rice terraces

• Pick Up 09.00 AM



SWING HEAVEN AND UBUD TOUR

• Detail Itinerary

• Nestled deep in the jungle of Ubud, Swing Heaven is a locally
owned and operated must-see destination on the island of
Bali. With the Ayung River valley opening up beneath you and
the sky as your only limit as you swing towards the heavens,
this once in a lifetime experience will surely go down as one of
the best days of your holiday

• No visit to Ubud is complete without stopping in to see the
towns cheekiest inhabitants - the macaque monkeys, who
inhabit the Monkey Forest! Groups of these fascinating little
monkeys live in the beautifully shaded forest, where they are
free to roam from tree to tree, and they often come down to
say hello to people who come to visit.
Proceed to the next, you will depart to Tegenungan Waterfall.
It’s time to relax and visit a scenic waterfall in a lush jungle
setting above a shallow bathing area.

• Journey Highlights

• • Swing activities  & spot Photos
• Visit  monkey forest
• Visit Tegenungan Waterfall and Art Village.

Pick up time : 08.30 Am



UBUD TOUR  AND RICEFIELDS

• Detail Itinerary

• Tour begins with a visit to the local community of Tohpati, where
the famous Batik fabrics of Bali are painstakingly created by hand.
Continuing onto the village of Mas, home to the talented
silversmiths of Bali; from chunky, funky jewellery to finely detailed
ornamental pieces, seeing how they are created will give you a new
appreciation for what we often take for granted. The rice fields of
Tegalalang are stunning, and a site that should not be missed when
in Bali. Lunch is served at a nearby local restaurant, where a
delightful meal awaits you in a stunning setting. No visit to Ubud is
complete without stopping in to see the towns cheekiest
inhabitants - the macaque monkeys! Groups of these fascinating
little critters live in a shaded forest where they roam freely from
tree to tree, and often come down to say hello to people who come
to visit. Last stop on this busy tour is the Ubud Market, where you
can purchase all sorts of goods from clothing to jewellery to
wonderful pieces of art and souvenirs. Bargaining is a must here.

• Journey Highlights

• • Enjoy the breathtaking view of Tegalalang Rice Terraces
• Explore nature reserve and temple complex of sacred Ubud
monkey forest
• Get opportunity to visit the art and crafts villages in Ubud

• Pick up : 09.00 AM



WATERFALLS ADVENTURE & BEACH CLUB

• Detail Itinerary

• Journey to explore waterfalls in Bali. First stop at Tukad Cepung
the untoched waterfalls in Bangli. This waterfalls has mesmerized
everyone who have managed to spot it. Well-guarded by the
cliffs, this waterfall is difficult to locate for the first time visitor. A
few hundred stairs down the cliff is worth the effort once you
arrive at the destination. The circular cliffs give you the feeling of
being in a cave, while the open sky right from where the waterfall
emerges, gives you the most enchanting view. The sunlight falls
on the glistering waterfall creating a rainbow, which feels as
though it is projected right up to you. continue your visit to
Tibumana Waterfall, is one of the islands best kept secrets. An
easy walk down and a beautiful swimming spot. Last stop will be
made at Kanto Lampo Waterfall. This scenic, seasonal waterfall
with its water cascading down a stepped rick formation is a
stunning view to behold. Heading to Flaminggo Beach Club in
Gianyar for lunch and enjoy your free time before return to your
hotel.

• Journey Highlights

• • Get active in nature by trekking to 2 beautiful waterfalls in 
Bangli
• Swim in the natural pool with cascading water in the 
background
• Wrap the day with a nice lunch at beach side venue

• Pick up : 08.00 AM



KINTAMANI BARONG & TEGALALANG TOUR

• Detail Itinerary

• Discover many diverse angles of Balinese life,
from culture to food to agriculture, on this one-
of-a-kind trek to Kintimani in the eastern Bali
highlands. Enjoy a Barong Dance performance,
a classic Balinese art form that narrates Bali’s
mythological history. Visit “Elephant Cave” an
ancient sanctuary with creatures carved into
the glistening stone. Upon reaching Kintamani,
take in the stunning views of mountains, lakes
and rice fields; the best view is only a short hike
away, at the serene and less-frequented
Tegalalang Rice Terraces.

• Journey Highlights

• • Watch live Barong Dance performance
represents mythological animal of good and evil

spirit
• Enjoy spectacular view of Kintamani volcano,
Lake Batur & Kintamani's mountainous region
• Visiting Tegalalang the beautiful rice terrace

• Pick Up : 08.30 AM



Explore West Nusa Penida Island

Detail Itinerary
Enjoy the fun 45-minute speedboat ride to Nusa Penida, where a driver will be waiting
at the ferry drop-off point. Set off on the day s adventure and get ready to be awed all
day by a series of breathtaking discoveries. The first stop is Kelingking Beach, one of
the most striking natural landmarks in Indonesia. Kelingking translates in English to
“pinkie finger,” but the breathtaking viewpoint is actually most famous for its striking
resemblance to a Tyrannosaurus Rex! Stand atop the steep cliffs to marvel at the
famous rock formation, jutting into the water to cradle a white sand beach. Head next
to Broken Beach, a small cove locally known as Pantai Pasih Uug. Broken Beach is a
naturally formed lagoon, a circular hole in a rocky outcrop that appears at first glance
to be entirely enclosed by cliffs. Sip on a coconut at a nearby stall and wonder at this
natural spectacle, watching clear water drift in from the ocean beyond. From the
towering heights of Broken Beach and Kelingking Beach, head closer to the water at
Angel s Billabong. This natural “infinity pool” is a lagoon framed by staggered and
jagged volcanic rocks. The water is clear enough to see the strange patterns of rock
formations on the pool floor. Next, having a lunch at a local restaurant before
travelling to Crystal Bay Beach. Jump right in to the calm and clean water of this
picturesque beach, abundant in exotic marine life.. After a full day of exploration and
relaxation, return to the harbour to board a speedboat back to Bali

Pick up : 06.30 AM



Explore East Nusa Penida Island Tour

Detail Itinerary

Travel by speedboat across azure waters and into paradise with this full-day

tour that incorporates history, culture and stunning vistas. Head to Goa Giri

Putri – an ancient holy temple located inside an underground cavern. The

uniquely narrow crevice nestled in the rock face is just big enough to allow one

person at a time but prepare for jaws to drop as through the stony entrance is

an awe-inspiring underground grotto big enough to fit around 5,000 people.

Learn about the Hindu religion as a knowledgeable local tour guide walks

through shrines, temples and prayer spots where the pilgrims come to worship

deities such as Guan Yin, the Goddess of Mercy. Continue to Tree house

(Rumah Pohon) has become something of a craze. It is perched up on the

mountain at Thousand Island (Pulau Seribu) viewpoint near Atuh Beach. Don’t

forget take nice photograph in some spot picture there. Take a break and enjoy

delicious lunch in local restaurant. After Lunch, wind down the day with a visit

to the breathtakingly beautiful Atuh beach and Diamond Beach . Surrounded

on all sides by soaring, foliage-topped cliffs, the secluded Atuh beach is a sight

to behold. With flawless white sand and clear turquoise water, this little bay is

accessed by a dizzying descent down a set of steep, stone steps. Enjoy the

beach and sun bathing before head back to real life via speedboat back on the

mainland.

Pick up  : 06.30 AM



NORTH COAST BALI TOUR PRIVATE

Detail Itinerary
The markets of Candi Kuning are the first stop today. After departing
the markets, we continue on to Lake Bratan, where we can find Pura
Ulun Danu Bratan, a temple built entirely on small islands and
dedicated to the water goddess Dewi Danu. Passing by the twin lakes
of Bali, we arrive at the town of Banjar, with enough time to take a
dip in the hot springs for which this village is famous. Local people
believe that the springs have healing properties, and that the high
sulphur content of the water gently nourishes the skin. After a fresh
water shower, head to Lovina,an area famous for early morning
dolphin sightings, and enjoy lunch at a local seaside restaurant.
Needless to say, the beach is beautiful, and offers great photo
opportunities with its colourful outriggers lining the pristine sands.
After lunch, visit the former Dutch capital of Bali, now known as
Singaraja, which, if translated directly, means ‘Lion King’. Once a
bustling centre of commerce and government, Singaraja is now a
sleepy town with tree lined boulevards and old colonial residences.
On the return journey, a final stop is made at Git Git Waterfall, with
its impressive 80m cascade, which is sure to be a memorable
conclusion to this diverse and enjoyable trip.

Pick up : 08.00 AM



Eastern Bali HighLights

• Detail Itinerary

• A scenic drive along Bali s southeastern coastline takes
you to Kusamba Beach, a uniquely picturesque setting
that is home to traditional Balinese salt mining. From
there, take a short drive to Goa Lawah, commonly known
as the Bat Cave, which houses over 1000 sleeping bats!
The journey continues through various scenic coastal
towns, including the ancient fishing village of Candi Dasa
and the extraordinarily lush Amlapura. Enjoy lunch near
the Tirta Gangga Water Palace, taking in the sweeping
views of the land and sea. Stop also in the ancient village
in the east of Bali.

• Journey Highlights

• •Visit Bat Cave Temple

• Journey to Bali’s southeastern coastline to Kusamba
Village to see the traditional salt making
• Visiting the one of the oldest Bali ancient villages 
presenting the unique traditional culture
• Head to the most picturesque water palace in east part 
of Bali

• Pick Up 09.00 AM



TANAH LOT SUNSET TOUR

• Detail Itinerary

• Alas Kedaton is home to one of Bali s famed monkey forests. 
Featuring towering nutmeg trees unique to this area and sacred 
to the Balinese people, this is the home of Bali s cheekiest 
inhabitants, the macaque monkeys, and no trip to Bali is 
complete without seeing them. Continuing on to Mengwi, we 
visit the former Royal Temple, Pura Taman Ayung, built in 1634 
and arguably one of the most beautiful temples on the island. 
This tour also features a sunset visit to Tanah Lot, one of the most 
photographed temples in Bali. Perched precariously on a rock just 
off shore, this temple is a must see, particularly at the end of the 
day, when the area takes on a surreal feeling. Settle down at 
Sunset Corner the local café in Tanah Lot and enjoy your fresh 
young coconut water or bintang beer with some snacks whilst 
watching the sun go down.

• Journey Highlights

• • Translated as beautiful garden, Taman Ayun Temple shows off 
the beauty of Balinese architecture
• Visiting Alas Kedaton Temple, an authentic buildings and a 
home for our furry friends, monkeys!
• Mesmerizing sunset at one of the most beautiful temples in Bali

• Pick up : 14.00 PM



Mount Batur Sunrise Trek Tour

• Detail Itinerary

• Just after midnight, set off under the cover of darkness from your
South Bali hotel today. The two-hour drive brings you to the bottom of
Mount Batur - and the starting point of your trek. Prepare with a quick
safety briefing from your local guide, and set off for the summit. After
a challenging trek to the top of the volcano, arrive in time to watch the
sun rise over the spectacular panoramas - a treat well-worth the early
morning exercise. From your vantage point, the sun rising over the
eastern side of Bali behind Mount Agung creates a spectacular
silhouette. With the sun rising overhead and the summit air beginning
to warm, enjoy a light breakfast of bread, banana and egg expertly
cooked by your guide using the heat of the volcano! After getting your
fill, set off back down to your starting point. Reach your car a few
hours after sunrise.

• Journey Highlights

• • Witness the beautiful sunrise from the top of Mt. Batur
• Admire the 360-degree view of the surrounding Kintamani Highland 
• Explore the amazing trek accompany with professional local trekking 
guide

• Discova the Difference

• Discova offers amazing trek on the Mount Batur to enjoy spectacular 
sunrise from the top of an active volcano.

• Meal : Breakfast

• Pick Up : 02.00 AM



• Detail Itinerary

• This tour in Bali s most funky kind of transport, the classic VW
Safari, guests make their way to Kehen Temple and the ancient
village of Penglipuran. A delightful lunch awaits guests overlooking
Mt Batur, one of Bali s still active volcanoes. Enjoy the cooling
waters at Gunung Kawi Sebatu, an ancient spring water temple,
which was built in the 16th century. Surrounded by lush trees and
other tropical vegetation, this is a lovely way to get in the holiday
mood. The terraced rice fields of Tegalalang are a must for any
visitor to Bali and a stop is made here to make the most of this
wonderful photo opportunity. Ubud is famous for its artists and
museums, and guests have the chance to stop in and see artists at
work. The village of Mas is home to skilled carvers who turn
chunks of teak and ebony wood into stunning home decorations.
Guests will have time to browse in the gift shop where they can
pick up souvenirs for loved ones at home. The last stop on this fun
day is the village of Tohpati, which is famous all over Bali for its
batik production. Using traditional tools, wax is applied to the
fabric which blocks that part of the fabric from being coloured.
This is a fascinating, yet painstaking, process that is a speciality of
Bali.

• Journey Highlights

• • Experience a classic tour discover highlight places by top-less 
Volkswagen
• Meet friendly Balinese people in Penglipuran, beautiful 
traditional Villages in Bangli Regency, Kehen Temple,Gunung Kawi
Sebatu and Tegalalang Rice terrace
• Enjoy your lunch in Kintamani with breathtaking volcano view of 
Mt. Batur

• Pick Up 08.00 AM

VW Safari Exotic Bali Tour Private



DENPASAR CITY TOUR

• Detail Itinerary

• Pick up from your hotel at 9 AM and head to Denpasar the
capital city of Bali. Stop at Bajra Sandhi Monument, the
munument to the struggles of the Balinese people
throughout located in the central area of Denpasar city.
Continue your trip to visit Denpasar Art Center, the biggest
art place in Denpasar. Visit also to Museum of Bali located
close with government office area in Denpasar and the last
stop will be Kumbasari the traditional local market.

• Journey Highlight :

• 1. Visit Art Centre

• 2. Visit Museum Bali

• 3. Visit Bajra Sandhi

• 4. Kumbasari Market

• Pick Up : 09.00 AM

• No Meal


